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The emergence of webOS on Palm devices has created new challenges and opportunities

for digital investigators. With the purchase of Palm by Hewlett Packard, there are plans to

use webOS on an increasing number and variety of computer systems. These devices can

store substantial amounts of information relevant to an investigation, including digital

photographs, videos, call logs, SMS/MMS messages, e-mail, remnants of Web browsing and

much more. Although some files can be obtained from such devices with relative ease, the

majority of information of forensic interest is stored in databases on a system partition

that many mobile forensic tools do not acquire. This paper provides a methodology for

acquiring and examining forensic duplicates of user and system partitions from a device

running webOS. The primary sources of digital evidence on these devices are covered with

illustrative examples. In addition, the recovery of deleted items from various areas on

webOS devices is discussed.

ª 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction on mobile devices, tablet computers, and “web-aware”
The newest operating system created by Palm, called webOS,

presents challenges and opportunities for digital investiga-

tors. The operating system is Linux-based and uses Java, Ruby,

and various Web technologies to provide functionality

common to mobile devices. This system is currently included

on the Palm Pre (Plus) and Pixi (Plus) devices. In addition to

SMS/MMS and Instant Messaging, webOS can be used to

access e-mail via POP3 and IMAP, Microsoft Exchange, and

Web-based e-mail such as Yahoo! Mail, Gmail�, AOL, and

Hotmail. In fact, certain applications on a PalmwebOS device,

such as the address book and calendar, are designed to

automatically synchronize with online data sources. As such,

these devices are tightly bound to cloud services and must be

treated as networked devices.

With the purchase of Palm by Hewlett Packard in April

2010, the webOS platform will become more widely used
sey), acheval1@jhu.edu (A

ier Ltd. All rights reserved
appliances.

The primary test device used for this work was webOS

1.4.1.1 on the Dual Band 3G CDMA “Palm Pre Plus” cell phone.

This devicedidnothaveaSIMcardor removablememorycard.

This device has built in GPS, supportsWi-Fi 802.11 b/g, and has

a 3 mega pixel camera with multiple audio/video formats.

This paper beginswith an overviewofwebOS internals, and

covers variousmethods for acquiring data fromPalmPre (Plus)

andPixi (Plus) devices via a data cable. It is a generally accepted

practice in mobile device forensics to interact with the device

whileacquiringdata, but thegoal is tomakeminimumchanges

necessary in order to acquire the most data possible. Within

this context, the limitations and strengths of each acquisition

method is discussed, providing illustrative examples using

widely used forensic tools. The remainder of this paper covers

the forensic examination of data on the system partition of

webOS, including the recovery of deleted communications. A
. Cheval), jlee361@jhu.edu (J.Y. Lee), doxley4@jhu.edu (D. Oxley),
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Fig. 1 e Two partitions on webOS devices.
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detailed case example is provided to demonstrate the useful-

ness of these techniques in a real-world context.
2. webOS internals

A mobile device running webOS such as the Palm Pre Plus

has a user partition and system partition as depicted in Fig. 1.

The user partition generally contains multimedia and games,

and is relatively simple in structure. The system partition is

more complicated in structure and is protected from general

user access. On this partition, there are databases that

contain data relating to user activities on the mobile device,
Fig. 2 e User Space View
including text messages, e-mail messages, andWeb browsing

activities.

Much of the useful information on the system partition is

stored in SQLite databases. SQLite is a lightweight SQL data-

base implementation that is becoming more widely used on

othermobile devices platforms including Android and iPhone,

as well as by applications such as Firefox and Skype. On

webOS, these databases have a “.db3” file extension and can

be analyzed using any SQLite viewer (examples in this paper

use SQLiteSpy v1.8.12).
3. Acquisition

The user partition on a webOS device contains a FAT32 file

system and is relatively easy to acquire using traditional file

system forensic tools. The device simply needs to be con-

nected to a forensic acquisition system via a USB write

blocker, and it is mounted by the system as a USB drive. This

partition can be examined using a file system forensic tool

such as FTK as shown in Fig. 2.

The system partition on a webOS device contains a Linux

(ext3) file system and is more difficult to access in order to

acquire a forensic duplicate, and first requires the device to be

put in developermode. Putting a Palm device into developer or

debug mode has no known side effects from a forensic

standpoint and has become a common practice for acquiring

forensic images of Palm devices.

The following steps were used to put the test device in

developer mode:
ed with FTK Imager.
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Fig. 3 e Data acquired from a Palm Pre device using

Paraben.
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1. Slide open the device keyboard

2. Type-in “webos20090606” (without quotes)

3. Tap “Developer Mode Enabler”

4. Toggle “Developer Mode” to “On”

5. When prompted, allow the device to restart

There are other approaches to enabling developermode on

some webOS devices, such as typing “upupdowndownlef-

trightleftrightbastart” in the Card view or Launch application.

Once a device is in developer mode, data on the system

partition can be accessed, even when the device that is

secured using a user lock code.

In order to obtain a forensic duplicate of the system

partition, one can use a Palm-supplied program called Nova-

com. Included as part of the Palm webOS SDK, Novacom

communicates between the host OS and the underlying Linux

operating system on the Palmmobile device. Novacom can be

used to GET a file from the device and save it to the host OS,

PUT a file from the host OS onto the device, or RUN a Linux

command on the device locally with the command’s output

returned to the host OS. One part of the Novacom package,

novaterm, also allows one to get terminal access to the device.

BothNovacomand novaterm can be used to retrieve a forensic

duplicate of the three main components of the system parti-

tion:/(root),/var, and/log.

Once in developer mode, the most forensically-sound

method of acquiring data from the system partition is the

following:

1. Connect the phone with a computer through a USB cable.

2. Choose “Just Charge” on the phone.

3. Open a terminal in the computer.

4. Execute three commands.

a. novacom get file:///dev/mapper/store-log>log.dd

b. novacom get file:///dev/mapper/store-var>var.dd

c. novacom get file:///dev/mapper/store-root>root.dd

The above commands result in raw image files of the areas

of the system partition that contain files and SQLite databases

with user-related data such as text messages, call logs,

calendar items and Web browsing artifacts. Using the Nova-

com GET function does not alter the contents of the partition

being acquired. To confirm this, forensic analysts can verify

that no files on the system were altered during the time the

image was being acquired.

Alternative methods for getting these three images exist.

However, they are less ideal than the previous method due to

their propensity formakingmore changes to the device’s local

file system, either by storing the forensic images on the User

partition or by having acquisition commands logged by the

underlying Linux operating system.

3.1. Alternative method 1: DD using novaterm to the
user partition (ONLY after the user partition has already
been imaged!)

1. (Steps 1e3 of the Preferred Method still apply)

2. Execute the command “novaterm”

3. In the resulting novaterm terminal, execute the following

commands:
a. /bin/dd if¼/dev/mapper/store-log of¼/dev/mapper/

store-media/log.dd

b. /bin/dd if¼/dev/mapper/store-var of¼/dev/mapper/

store-media/var.dd

c. /bin/dd if¼/dev/mapper/store-root of¼/dev/mapper/

store-media/root.dd

4. Disconnect the phone

5. Attach a USB write blocker to the USB connection

6. Reconnect it, and select “USB Mode”

7. Copy the files from the device to the host OS

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.diin.2011.04.003
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Fig. 4 e Files on the system partition.
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3.2. Alternative method 2: DD using novacom to the
host OS

1. With the “novacom run” command, we can execute dd or

cat to store the raw images of the system partition into the

computer.

2. (Steps 1e3 of the Preferred Method still apply)

3. Execute the following commands:

a. novacom run “file://bin/dd if¼/dev/mapper/store-

log”>log.dd

b. novacom run “file://bin/dd if¼/dev/mapper/store-

var”>var.dd

c. novacom run “file://bin/dd if¼/dev/mapper/store-

root”>root.dd

4. You now have three raw image files of the system partition.

In addition, Paraben’s Device Seizure tool can acquire data

from the system partition on a webOS device that is in

developer mode as shown in Fig. 3. In addition to extracting

specific items such as SMS and call logs, Device Seizure

acquires certain files from the system partition, including

SQLite databases that may contain some of the additional

information described in this paper. However, Device

Seizure does not interpret the SQLite database format,

making it necessary to export these files and perform

a forensic examination using other tools as detailed in this
Table 1 e Files and databases of interest on webOS system pa

Location (within/var/)

/luna/data/dbdata/PalmDatabase.db3 Main datab

/preferences/com.palm.bluetooth/prefsDB.sl The MAC a

/luna/data/emails/ HTML-form

/luna/data/attachments/ E-mail atta

/luna/preferences/localtime Time zone

/luna/preferences/systemprefs.db System pre

search prov

/luna/files Profile phot

/palm/data/browser-cookies.db Browser co

/palm/data/cookies.db Cookies tha

/luna/data/dbdata/PalmDatabaseAccount.db Links applic

in which ar

/palm/file_.usr.palm.applications.com.palm.app.browser_0/ Both the br
paper. Furthermore, Device Seizure does not acquire the full

contents the system partition on a webOS device and, there-

fore, does not preserve deleted data in unallocated areas of the

system partition. The acquisition method detailed above

using Novacom acquires a forensic duplicate of the full

system partition, including unallocated space.
4. Forensic examination of webOS

The system partition on webOS stores a number of files that

contain data of potential forensic relevance, including text

messages, e-mail and Web browsing history. The databases

and files within/var that contain the majority of user-related

data on the system partition are depicted in Fig. 4.
5. Overview of files and databases

A summary of files and databases on the system partition (all

within/var/) are provided in Table 1.

Log files common on Linux systems can also be found on

devices running webOS, and may provide useful information

relating to the use of the device. For example, the wpa_sup-

plicant.log file shows information about wireless access

points that the device connected to, but no times are included.

The database of greatest forensic relevance is named

PalmDatabase.db3 and is located at: /var/luna/data/dbdata/

PalmDatabase.db3.

This database has more than 60 tables as shown in Fig. 5,

including Accounts, Contacts, Calendar Events, Memos,

Tasks, and SMS Messages.

Some of the most useful tables on a webOS within the

system partition are summarized below with examples of

their structure and the data they contain.
6. Online accounts

As shown in Fig. 6, the com_palm_accounts_Accounts table in

PalmDatabase.db3 contains details about online user

accounts, including the default Smart Folders and Palm
rtition.

Description of contents

ase containing details about user activities and device configuration

ddress of the most recently paired device

atted e-mails

chments

configured on the device

ferences, including wallpaper/ringtone, time zone, language,

iders, etc.

os of contacts

okies without date-time stamps

t are used by applications

ations, including the browser, with the database files

e stored their settings, histories, logs, etc.

owser history (with date-time stamps) and the browser’s bookmarks
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Fig. 5 e Some of the 68 tables in PalmDatabase.db3.

Fig. 6 e com_palm_accounts_Accounts Table.
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Fig. 7 e com_palm_accounts_Credentials Table.
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Profile, and accounts created by the user of the mobile device,

such as Gmail and Google Talk.

The com_palm_accounts_Credentials table contains the e-

mail addresses and their corresponding hashed passwords

created by the device user as shown in Fig. 7.

With proper authorization, the user accounts in this table

can be used to obtain additional information from the service

providers that run the servers for these accounts. For instance,

the Gmail account referenced in the table shown in Fig. 7 may

contain e-mail messages, documents, and other information

that is not stored on the webOS device itself.
7. Text and multimedia messages

SMS andMMSmessages are among themost commonly sought

after evidence on mobile devices. In addition to retaining

remnantsof suchmessages,webOSdevicesmayhavea recordof

other forms of chat such as Google Talk. The com_palm_messa-

ging_data_ChatThread table in PalmDatabase.db3 is shown in

Fig.8withasummaryofactual chatmessages inthefirstcolumn.

This table also includes the first name, last name, chat address,

phone number, and e-mail address of the recipient (sanitized in

Fig. 8 to protect individual privacy). The dates in this table are

stored in UNIX string format as can be seen in the “chatTimeS-

tamp” field in Fig. 8.

Another table, named com_palm_messagingrouter_

MessageFromTilBase, may contain information relating to

SMS messages, including the message body, sender address,

call back number and date-time stamp of the message.

Multimedia messages are more challenging to recover

fromwebOS, partly because of their multiple components and

partly because of the way they are handled by the operating

system. The sender’s phone number for an MMS message is
Fig. 8 e com_palm_messaging
stored in the chat address column of the com_palm_messa-

ging_data_ChatThread table.

The text portion of an MMS is stored within the PalmDa-

tabase.db3, in the partText field of the com_part_pim_Part

table as shown in Fig. 9. After an MMS message is deleted, the

text portion is no longer viewable using SQLite tools but the

text remains in the database file until the space is reused.

Therefore, the text portion of deleted MMS message may be

recoverable by examining the PalmDatabase.db3 file using

a hexadecimal viewer.

All attachments to MMS messages are stored on the User

partition in subfolders under/media/internal/.attachments/

mms/and the filename is the same as the original filename the

multimedia attachment was assigned on the originating

system. The specific directory for eachMMSmessage is stored

in the uniqueAttachmentFolderName column of the Folder-

Entry table in PalmDatabase.db3, and the full path for each

attachment is stored in the URI column of the com_part_-

pim_Part table as shown in Fig. 9 above. Attachments to

incoming MMSmessages are accompanied by a Synchronized

Multimedia Integration Language (SMIL) header file that is

named based on the phone that sent the message.
8. Folder entry

The com_palm_pim_FolderEntry table contains information

pertaining to Instant messages (IM), SMS and e-mails. The

previewText field stores a certain amount of characters of the

e-mail contents, and the Summary field in this table contains

the e-mail subject. IM and SMS messages are stored in their

entirety in the messageText field, as shown in Fig. 10.

Most of this information can be found in other tables,

particularly ChatThread. FolderEntry is useful to an
_data_ChatThread Table.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.diin.2011.04.003
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Fig. 10 e com_palm_pim_FolderEntry Table.

Fig. 9 e MMS details in the com_part_pim_Part Table.
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investigator for several reasons. First and foremost, it is the

only table that contains actual text from e-mail messages

stored on the device, both the full subject and a preview of the

message body text. In addition, it allows for verifying the

contents of the other tables in regards to SMS and IM

messaging.
9. Call logs

The com_palm_superlog_Superlog table contains data about

calls (incoming, outgoing, missed) as well as telephone

number and display name. All calls that were sent or received

by device are stored in this table as shown in Fig. 11

This table provides digital investigatorswith a list of people

with whom the device user may have communicated during

the time of interest.
10. Contacts

Information about contacts on webOS is stored in several

tables. The com_palm_pim_Contact and com_palm_pim_

ContactPoint tables function as the primary address book, and
the com_palm_pim_Person table has much of the same

information. Specifically, as shown in Fig. 12a, the com_

palm_pim_Contact table stores the first name, middle name,

last name, company name, job title, department name, and all

other important information that can be stored in a contact

field (e.g., picture, birthday, etc). For each entry in the contact

database, the com_palm_pim_ContactPoint table shown in

Fig. 12b contains details such as e-mail addresses and phone

numbers.

Fig. 13 shows the com_palm_pim_Person table. The people

listed in the contacts databases may be useful to digital

investigators in establishing the identity of the owner of the

device or relationships between people of interest.

Palmmobile devices running webOS sync data with online

accounts. The com_palm_pimsync_data_SyncStatus table

contains the e-mail account name created by the user as

shown in Fig. 14.
11. Calendar events

The calendar on webOS is comprised of two tables: com_

palm_pim_CalendarEvent and com_palm_CalendarEvent

Attendee. The com_palm_pim_CalendarEvent table stores the

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.diin.2011.04.003
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Fig. 12 e a): palm_pim_Contact Table. b): com_palm_pim_ContactPoint Table.

Fig. 11 e com_palm_superlog_Superlog Table showing all calls to and from the device.
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Fig. 14 e com_palm_pimsync_data_SyncStatus Table showing the online account(s) used to sync the device’s data.

Fig. 13 e com_palm_pim_Person Table.
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start and end date-time stamps, subject, location and time

zone (e.g., America/New York) for each event. The com_palm_-

CalendarEventAttendee table stores the event organizer, names

of attendees, associated e-mail address. Fig. 15 provides an

example entry in the com_palm_pim_CalendarEvent table with

date-time stamps stored in UNIX string format.

An entry in the calendar can be useful in a digital investi-

gation to show that a meeting was scheduled to occur

between individuals of interest, or that the victim or suspect

planned specific activities around the time of the offense.
12. Memos and tasks

The com_palm_pim_Memo table contains memo title and text,

along with created/modified date-time stamps as shown in

Fig. 16.
Fig. 15 e com_palm_pim_

Fig. 16 e com_palm_p
Information about Tasks are stored in two tables onwebOS:

com_palm_pim_Task and com_palm_pim_TaskList as shown

in Fig. 17. The com_palm_pim_Task table contains the subject,

notes, and completed date associated with a task. The com_-

palm_pim_TaskList table just contains the name of a task.
13. Instant message (IM) groups

The com_palm_messaging_data_IMGroup table stores instant

message buddy groups as shown in Fig. 18.
14. Web browsing

Accessingonline resources leavesavarietyof tracesonwebOS,

including Web browsing history, bookmarks and cookies. The
CalendarEvent Table.

im_Memo Table.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.diin.2011.04.003
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Fig. 17 e com_palm_pim_Task Table.

Fig. 18 e com_palm_messaging_data_IMGroup Table.
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most details aboutWeb browsing the history are stored in/var/

palm/file_.usr.palm.applications.com.palm.app.browser_0 as

shown in Fig. 19.

Bookmarks are stored in the same database within the

Bookmarks table. Cookies relating toWeb browsing are stored

in separate database files, named Cookies.db and Brows-

er_Cookies.db, in the/var/palm/data directory.
15. E-mail messages and attachments

E-mails in HTML format and their attachments are stored

outside of the PalmDatabase structure within the/var/luna/

data/emails/and/var/luna/data/attachments/directories,

respectively. When a message is received, it is saved in HTML

format regardless of whether it is opened. Attachments,

however, are only saved when they are opened by the recip-

ient. When an e-mail is deleted, evidence of it may remain:
Fig. 19 e Web browsing histor
� in the/var/luna/data/emails/temp_html_e-mail folder,

which holds temporary copies of e-mails, even after dele-

tion, for an undetermined period of time

� in the PalmDatabase.db3 file, both within the database’s

tables for a short period (specifically within the FolderEntry

table), and within the SQLite database structure even after

the entries have been removed

� in recoverable space in the system partition

Attachment filenames may also be evident in the database

file and the entire attachmentmay be recoverable from the file

system as well.
16. Recovery of deleted data

Deleted data can be recovered from both the User and system

partitions of a webOS device.
y of the included browser.
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Deleted files can be recovered from the FAT32 formatted

User partition in much the same way as any piece of storage

media. In one case, a Palm Pre was allegedly used to take

illegal photographs. A digital investigator performed an on-

scene manual examination of the device with the suspect’s

consent, but did not find the photographs. Digital investiga-

tors subsequently created a forensic duplicate of the User area

on the device and used file system forensic tools to recover

incriminating images and videos that had been deleted but

were still intact in unallocated space. The file creation dates of

the deleted files correlated with the EXIF data in the photo-

graphs, confirming that they were taken at the time of the

offense.

Deleted records can be found within the SQLite database

files on webOS devices. This is similar to the recovery of

deleted items in Firefox databases Murilo Tito, 2009. The

reason this recovery is possible is that deleting a record

removes the reference to it, but leaves the actual data.

In addition, deleted records may remain in unallocated

space of the system partition andmay be found by performing

keyword searches of the forensic duplicate.

This retention of data on webOS devices allows for

a wealth of deleted data for the digital investigators who

knows how to attempt to recover them.
17. Conclusions

The emergence of webOS brings challenges and opportu-

nities for digital investigators. Although some files can be
obtained from such devices with relative ease, the majority

of information of forensic interest is stored in databases on

a system partition that many mobile forensic tools do not

acquire. Using the techniques and tools detailed in this

paper, digital investigators can extract significant amounts

of useful information from the system partition of webOS

devices. This information includes call logs, SMS, e-mail

communications, and remnants of Web browsing activi-

ties. In addition, by acquiring the system partition as

described in this paper, it may be possible to recover

deleted items.
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